The new **Sorority and Fraternity Life Risk Management and Social Event Policy, effective January 21, 2020**, implementing the President’s Statement dated December 18, 2019 regarding reforms, states the following under “Enforcement” at ¶ 3:

A university-staffed, roving enforcement team will be deployed nightly to undertake random spot-checks of on- and off-campus properties for potential violations of event management policies or the law. Any indication of misbehavior will result in immediate notification of appropriate law enforcement agencies with a request that noncompliant events be shut down. Indications of misbehavior under this policy include but are not limited to:

- Unregistered events
- No third-party vendor for alcohol at a large event
- No independent event monitor at a small event
- No third-party security at a large event
- Event over capacity
- Underage service of alcohol and or the presence of illegal drugs

**CUPD will be conducting Roving Patrol to spot-check the following:**

1. Time of night
2. Location (specific address)
3. Number of people estimated to be present
4. Affiliation with a particular chapter, if any
5. Names of members/officers of any chapter present at event, or names of any students who provide information to Roving Patrol if chapter affiliation is denied
6. Presence of nonmembers of the chapter (invitees of any kind, and specifically are freshmen present?)
7. Is alcohol present? What kind? If applicable, is a third-party vendor present to serve it?
8. Are sober monitors present? If applicable are independent event monitors present? If applicable, is third-party security present?
9. Noise level
10. Any apparent health or safety risk, including failure to cooperate with requests of Roving Patrol for access and policy compliance spot-check